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Principles of Nuclear Chemistry
Engage your students in the active study of chemistry with CHEMISTY: THE
MOLECULAR SCIENCE, Third Edition. Authors Moore, Stanitski, and Jurs infuse their
text with timely applications that reveal chemistry as a lively and relevant subject
that is fundamental to a broad range of disciplines-such as engineering, biology,
and environmental science. With a modern approach that has won it accolades
from instructors and students alike, CHEMISTRY: THE MOLECULAR SCIENCE was
the most successful first edition general chemistry text published in the last
decade. Its award-winning art program helps students visualize chemical processes
at a molecular level, and the authors' dedicated emphasis on content mastery is
illustrated through a carefully developed problem-solving methodology that
immerses students in the chemical thought process. The Third Edition continues
with the authors' proven and popular approach while adding new content, more
visualization problems, updated applications, refined art, and new media
integration through CengageNOW and OWL. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Shreve's Chemical Process Industries
This revision of the introductory textbook of physical chemistry has been designed
to broaden its appeal, particularly to students with an interest in biological
applications.

The Practice of Medicinal Chemistry
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Highly respected, established text – a definitive reference in its field – covering in
detail many methods of the elimination or prevention of microbial growth "highly
recommended to hospital and research personnel, especially to clinical
microbiologists, infectioncontrol and environmental-safety specialists, pharmacists,
and dieticians." New England Journal of Medicine WHY BUY THIS BOOK? Completely
revised and updated to reflect the rapid pace of change in this area Updated
material on new and emerging technologies, focusing on special problems in
hospitals, dentistry and pharmaceutical practice Gives practical advise on
problems of disinfection and antiseptics in hospitals Discusses increasing problems
of natural and acquired resistance to antibiotics New contributors give a fresh
approach to the subject and ensure international coverage Systematic review of
sterilization methods, with uses and advantages outlined for each Evaluation of
disinfectants and their mechanisms of action

Chemical Principles
Total Burn Care guides you in providing optimal burn care and maximizing
recovery, from resuscitation through reconstruction to rehabilitation! Using an
integrated, "team" approach, leading authority David N. Herndon, MD, FACS helps
you meet the clinical, physical, psychological, and social needs of every patient.
With Total Burn Care, you'll offer effective burn management every step of the
way! Effectively manage burn patients from their initial presentation through longterm rehabilitation. Devise successful integrated treatment programs for different
groups of patients, such as elderly and pediatric patients. Browse the complete
contents of Total Burn Care online and download images, tables, figures,
PowerPoint presentations, procedural videos, and more at www.expertconsult.com!
Decrease mortality from massive burns by applying the latest advances in
resuscitation, infection control, early coverage of the burn, and management of
smoke inhalation and injury. Enhance burn patients' reintegration into society
through expanded sections on reconstructive surgery (with an emphasis on early
reconstruction), rehabilitation, occupational and physical therapy, respiratory
therapy, and ventilator management.

Textbook of Drug Design and Discovery, Third Edition
TO ACCESS THE ARTWORK FROM THE BOOK, PLEASE VISIT
www.blackwellpublishing.com/gullan. This established and popular textbook is the
definitive guide to the study of insects; a group of animals that represent over half
of the planet’s biological diversity. Completely updated and expanded, this new
edition examines all aspects of insect biology including anatomy and physiology,
ecology and evolution of insects, insect behaviours such as sociality, predation,
parasitism and defense, medical and veterinary entomology and methods of
collection, preserving and identifying insects. Features new chapters on the
methods and results of studies of insect phylogeny and a new review of insect
evolution and biogeography. Includes expanded sections on species diversity,
social behaviour, pest management, aquatic entomology, parasitology and medical
entomology. Successful strategies in insect conservation are also covered for the
first time, reflecting the increasing threat to natural ecosystems from
environmental changes. Boxes highlighting key themes, suggestions for further
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reading and illustrations, including specially commissioned drawings and colour
plates, are included throughout. The artwork from the text is available for
instructors either via CD-ROM or by visiting www.blackwellpublishing.com/gullan.

Chemical Principles
Lea's Chemistry of Cement and Concrete deals with the chemical and physical
properties of cements and concretes and their relation to the practical problems
that arise in manufacture and use. As such it is addressed not only to the chemist
and those concerned with the science and technology of silicate materials, but also
to those interested in the use of concrete in building and civil engineering
construction. Much attention is given to the suitability of materials, to the
conditions under which concrete can excel and those where it may deteriorate and
to the precautionary or remedial measures that can be adopted. First published in
1935, this is the fourth edition and the first to appear since the death of Sir
Frederick Lea, the original author. Over the life of the first three editions, this book
has become the authority on its subject. The fourth edition is edited by Professor
Peter C. Hewlett, Director of the British Board of Agrement and visiting Industrial
Professor in the Department of Civil Engineering at the University of Dundee.
Professor Hewlett has brought together a distinguished body of international
contributors to produce an edition which is a worthy successor to the previous
editions.

Introduction to Leadership
Previous ed published: 1989 Periodic table and text on lining papers Includes index
and appendices.

Chemical Principles
The Study Guide to help students avoid common mistakes and understand the
material. Solutions manual includes detailed answers/explanations to the text's
odd-numbered exercises.

Rossi's Principles of Transfusion Medicine
Atkins' Physical Chemistry
The Fifth Edition of the classic Designing and Managing Programs for human
services helps readers grasp the meaning and significance of measuring
performance and evaluating outcomes. Authors Peter M. Kettner, Robert M.
Moroney, and Lawrence L. Martin, all leaders in the field, incorporate the principles
of effectiveness-based planning as they address the steps of designing,
implementing, and evaluating a human services program at the local agency level.
Meaningful examples at every stage of the process—from problem analysis and
needs assessment to evaluating effectiveness and calculating costs—enhance
reader understanding of how concepts are implemented in the real world.
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General Chemistry
Intended for first- and second-year undergraduates, this introduction to solid-state
chemistry includes practical examples of applications and modern developments to
offer students the opportunity to apply their knowledge in real-life situations. It
aims to provide students with a thorough understanding of the traditional
knowledge of crystal structures: lattices, unit cells, close packing, and octahedral
and tetrahedral holes and their occupation by various ions in the well-known
crystal structures. This descriptive work is augmented by free-electron and band
theory. Links to other branches of chemistry and practical examples are
emphasized, as are the links back to band theory and crystal structures. For this
second edition, the book has been updated throughout and has two new chapters,
one on X-ray diffraction techniques and another on solid-state preparative
methods, as well as new sections on symmetry and ferroelectrics.

Student's Solutions Manual for Chemical Principles
Total Burn Care
A totally revised new edition of the bestselling guide to business school basics The
bestselling book that invented the "MBA in a book" category, The Portable MBA
Fifth Edition is a reliable and information-packed guide to the business school
curriculum and experience. For years, professionals who need MBA-level
information and insight-but don't need the hassle of business school-have turned
to the Portable MBA series for the very best, most up-to-date coverage of the
business basics. This new revised and expanded edition continues that long
tradition with practical, real-world business insight from faculty members from the
prestigious Darden School at the University of Virginia. With 50 percent new
material, including new chapters on such topics as emerging economies, enterprise
risk management, consumer behavior, managing teams, and up-to-date career
advice, this is the best Portable MBA ever. Covers all the core topics you'd learn in
business school, including finance, accounting, marketing, economics, ethics,
operations management, management and leadership, and strategy. Every
chapter is totally updated and seven new chapters have been added on vital
business topics Includes case studies and interactive web-based examples
Whether you own your own small business or work in a major corporate office, The
Portable MBA gives you the comprehensive information and rich understanding of
the business world that you need.

Russell, Hugo & Ayliffe's Principles and Practice of
Disinfection, Preservation & Sterilization
Helps students develop chemical insight by showing the connections between
fundamental chemical ideas and their applications. This work begins with a picture
of the atom and then builds towards chemistry's frontier, demonstrating how to
solve problems, think about nature and matter, and visualize chemical concepts.

Lea's Chemistry of Cement and Concrete
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The Practice of Medicinal Chemistry, Fourth Edition provides a practical and
comprehensive overview of the daily issues facing pharmaceutical researchers and
chemists. In addition to its thorough treatment of basic medicinal chemistry
principles, this updated edition has been revised to provide new and expanded
coverage of the latest technologies and approaches in drug discovery. With topics
like high content screening, scoring, docking, binding free energy calculations,
polypharmacology, QSAR, chemical collections and databases, and much more,
this book is the go-to reference for all academic and pharmaceutical researchers
who need a complete understanding of medicinal chemistry and its application to
drug discovery and development. Includes updated and expanded material on
systems biology, chemogenomics, computer-aided drug design, and other
important recent advances in the field Incorporates extensive color figures, case
studies, and practical examples to help users gain a further understanding of key
concepts Provides high-quality content in a comprehensive manner, including
contributions from international chapter authors to illustrate the global nature of
medicinal chemistry and drug development research An image bank is available
for instructors at www.textbooks.elsevier.com

The Portable MBA
First published in 1989. Includes CD Rom demo.

Business Communication: Developing Leaders for a Networked
World
For sample chapters, a video interview with David Hillis, and more information,
visit www.whfreeman.com/hillispreview. Sinauer Associates and W.H. Freeman are
proud to introduce Principles of Life. Written in the spirit of the reform movement
that is reinvigorating the introductory majors course, Principles of Life cuts through
the thicket of excessive detail and factual minutiae to focus on what matters most
in the study of biology today. Students explore the most essential biological ideas
and information in the context of the field’s defining experiments, and are actively
engaged in analyzing research data. The result is a textbook that is hundreds of
pages shorter (and significantly less expensive) than the current majors
introductory books.

Chemical Principles.
This second edition has been thoroughly updated to include recent advances and
developments in the field of fermentation technology, focusing on industrial
applications. The book now covers new aspects such as recombinant DNA
techniques in the improvement of industrial micro-organisms, as well as including
comprehensive information on fermentation media, sterilization procedures,
inocula, and fermenter design. Chapters on effluent treatment and fermentation
economics are also incorporated. The text is supported by plenty of clear,
informative diagrams. This book is of great interest to final year and post-graduate
students of applied biology, biotechnology, microbiology, biochemical and
chemical engineering.
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Chemical Principles Study Guide/Solutions Manual
This book bridges the gap between theory and practice. It provides fundamental
information on heterogeneous catalysis and the practicalities of the catalysts and
processes used in producing ammonia, hydrogen and methanol via hydrocarbon
steam reforming. It also covers the oxidation reactions in making formaldehyde
from methanol, nitric acid from ammonia and sulphuric acid from sulphur dioxide.
Designed for use in the chemical industry and by those in teaching, research and
the study of industrial catalysts and catalytic processes. Students will also find this
book extremely useful for obtaining practical information which is not available in
more conventional textbooks.

Equine Surgery
Written for general chemistry courses, Chemical Principles helps students develop
chemical insight by showing the connection between chemical principles and their
applications.

Reactions
The Solutions Manual contains complete solutions to the Self-tests and end-ofchapter exercises.

Principles of Life
This volume features a greater emphasis on the molecular view of physical
chemistry and a move away from classical thermodynamics. It offers greater
explanation and support in mathematics which remains an intrinsic part of physical
chemistry.

The Elements of Physical Chemistry
Explains how different kinds of chemical reactions ranging from precipitation and
combustion to polymerization and catalysis are formed, including examples, color
illustrations, and real-life applications for each reaction.

Construction Materials
This text features lively, clear writing and exceptional illustrations, making it the
ideal textbook for a first course in both cell and molecular biology. Thoroughly
revised and updated, the Fifth Edition maintains its focus on the latest cell biology
research. For the first time ever, Essential Cell Biology will come with access to
Smartwork5, Norton's innovative online homework platform, creating a more
complete learning experience.

Chemistry for Engineering Students
"The goal of POGIL [Process-orientated guided-inquiry learning] is to engage
students in the learning process, helping them to master the material through
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conceptual understanding (rather than by memorizing and patterm matching), as
they work to develop essential learning skills." -- P. v.

Chemistry: The Molecular Science
This student's solutions manual follows the problem-solving structure set out in the
main text, and includes detailed solutions to all odd-numbered exercises in the
main text.

Foundations of Chemistry
The most comprehensive text available on equine surgery, this book prepares the
veterinary surgeon for managing each surgical condition by understanding its
pathophysiology and evaluating alternative surgical approaches. Explanations
describe how to avoid surgical infections, select and use instruments, and perfect
fundamental surgical techniques including incisions, cautery, retractions, irrigation,
surgical suction, wound closure, dressings, bandages, and casts. Thorough and
complete coverage means this is the only book practitioners and students need.
World-renowned contributors include 67 of the most experienced and expert
equine practitioners, each providing current and accurate information. This text
covers all the information needed to study for the American and European College
of Veterinary Surgeons Board Examination, making it an excellent study tool.
Coverage of anesthesiology and pain management is reintroduced in this edition.
Extensive and up-to-date orthopedic coverage includes joint disorders and joint
trauma. Integumentary system coverage includes wound management,
reconstructive surgery, and skin grafting. Other important topics include the
alimentary system, cardiovascular surgery, and new techniques in vascular
surgery. More minimally invasive surgical techniques A section on anesthesia has
been re-introduced to this edition

Inorganic Chemistry Solutions Manual
Physical Chemistry
Sapling Learning Integrated Chemistry EBook (Olmsted and
Williams, 5th Edition) and Online Homework (One Term Access)
Principles of Nuclear Chemistry is an introductory text in nuclear chemistry and
radiochemistry, aimed at undergraduates with little or no knowledge of physics. It
covers the key aspects of modern nuclear chemistry and includes worked solutions
to end of chapter questions. The text begins with basic theories in contemporary
physics and uses these to introduce some fundamental mathematical techniques.
It relates nuclear phenomena to key divisions of chemistry such as atomic
structure, spectroscopy, equilibria and kinetics. It also gives an introduction to fblock chemistry and the nuclear power industry. This book is essential reading for
those taking a first course in nuclear chemistry and is a useful companion to other
volumes in physical and analytical chemistry. It will also be of use to those new to
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working in nuclear chemistry or radiochemistry.

Principles of Fermentation Technology
Rossi's Principles of Transfusion Medicine is the most comprehensive and practical
reference on transfusion science and medicine available Led by a world class
Editor team, including two past-presidents of AABB, a past- President of the
American Board of Pathology and members of the FDA Blood Products Advisory
Committee , and international contributor team Comprehensive reference
resource, considered the gold standard in transfusion Covers current hot topics
such as donor care – including the frequency of donation and management of iron
deficiency/status), patient blood management, hemovigilance, cstem cell
therapies, and global aspects of the organization of transfusion and transplant
services New material on molecular immunohematology Companion website
includes figures, full text and references

Loose-leaf Version for Chemical Principles
A 'travel guide' to the periodic table, explaining the history, geography and the
rules of behaviour in this imagined land. The Periodic Kingdom is a journey of
imagination in which Peter Atkins treats the periodic table of elements - the 109
chemical elements in the world, from which everything is made - as a country, a
periodic kingdom, each region of which corresponds to an element. Arranged much
like a travel guide, the book introduces the reader to the general features of the
table, the history of the elements, and the underlying arrangement of the table in
terms of the structure and properties of atoms. Atkins sees elements as finely
balanced living personalities, with quirks of character and certain, not always
outward, dispositions, and the kingdom is thus a land of intellectual satisfaction
and infinite delight.

Chemistry
Written for general chemistry courses, 'Chemical Principles' helps students develop
chemical insight by showing the connection between chemical principles and their
applications.

Basic Geological Mapping
Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy: Principles and Spectral Interpretation explains
the background, core principles and tests the readers understanding of the
important techniques of Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy. These techniques are
used by chemists, environmental scientists, forensic scientists etc to identify
unknown chemicals. In the case of an organic chemist these tools are part of an
armory of techniques that enable them to conclusively prove what compound they
have made, which is essential for those being used in medical applications. The
book reviews basic principles, instrumentation, sampling methods, quantitative
analysis, origin of group frequencies and qualitative interpretation using
generalized Infrared (IR) and Raman spectra. An extensive use of graphics is used
to describe the basic principles of vibrational spectroscopy and the origins of group
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frequencies, with over 100 fully interpreted FT-IR and FT-Raman spectra included
and indexed to the relevant qualitative interpretation chapter. A final chapter with
forty four unknown spectra and with a corresponding answer key is included to test
the readers understanding. Tables of frequencies (peaks) for both infrared and
Raman spectra are provided at key points in the book and will act as a useful
reference resource for those involve interpreting spectra. This book provides a
solid introduction to vibrational spectroscopy with an emphasis placed upon
developing critical interpretation skills. Ideal for those using and analyzing IR and
Raman spectra in their laboratories as well as those using the techniques in the
field. Uniquely integrates discussion of IR and Raman spectra Theory illustrated
and explained with over 100 fully interpreted high quality FT-IR and FT-Raman
spectra (4 cm-1 resolution) Selected problems at the end of chapters and 44
unknown IR and Raman spectra to test readers understanding (with a
corresponding answer key)

The Insects
Designed to be carried in the field, this pocket-sized how-to book is a practical
guide to basic techniques in mapping geological structures. In addition to including
the latest computerised developments, the author provides succinct information on
drawing cross-sections and preparing and presenting 'fair copy' maps and
geological diagrams. Contains a brief chapter on the essentials of report writing
and discusses how to keep adequate field notebooks. A checklist of equipment
needed in the field can be found in the appendices. Quote from 3rd edition
"provides a wealth of good advice on how to measure, record and write reports of
geological field observations" The Naturalist

Solid State Chemistry
Building on the success of the previous editions, Textbook of Drug Design and
Discovery has been thoroughly revised and updated to provide a complete source
of information on all facets of drug design and discovery for students of chemistry,
pharmacy, pharmacology, biochemistry, and medicine. The book follows drug
design from the initial lead identification through optimization and structureactivity relationship with reference to the final processes of clinical evaluation and
registration. Chapters investigate the design of enzyme inhibitors and drugs for
particular cellular targets such as ion channels and receptors, and also explore
specific classes of drug such as peptidomimetics, antivirals and anticancer agents.
The use of gene technology in pharmaceutical research, computer modeling
techniques, and combinatorial approaches are also included.

Designing and Managing Programs
This text is designed for a rigorous course in introductory chemistry. Its central
theme is to challenge students to think and question while providing a sound
foundation in the principles of chemistry.

Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy
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Enhanced with a remarkable number of new problems and applications, the
Second Edition of CHEMISTRY FOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS provides a concise,
thorough, and relevant introduction to chemistry that prepares students for further
study in any engineering field. Updated with even more questions and applications
specifically geared toward engineering students, the book emphasizes the
connection between molecular properties and observable physical properties and
the connections between chemistry and other subjects studied by engineering
students, such as mathematics and physics. This new edition is now fully
supported by OWL, the most widely-used online learning system for chemistry.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

The Periodic Kingdom
So far in the twenty-first century, there have been many developments in our
understanding of materials’ behaviour and in their technology and use. This new
edition has been expanded to cover recent developments such as the use of glass
as a structural material. It also now examines the contribution that material
selection makes to sustainable construction practice, considering the availability of
raw materials, production, recycling and reuse, which all contribute to the life cycle
assessment of structures. As well as being brought up-to-date with current usage
and performance standards, each section now also contains an extra chapter on
recycling. Covers the following materials: metals concrete ceramics (including
bricks and masonry) polymers fibre composites bituminous materials timber glass.
This new edition maintains our familiar and accessible format, starting with
fundamental principles and continuing with a section on each of the major groups
of materials. It gives you a clear and comprehensive perspective on the whole
range of materials used in modern construction. A must have for Civil and
Structural engineering students, and for students of architecture, surveying or
construction on courses which require an understanding of materials.

Essential Cell Biology
The Fourth Edition of Peter G. Northouse’s bestselling Introduction to Leadership:
Concepts and Practice provides readers with a clear overview of the complexities
of practicing leadership and concrete strategies for becoming better leaders. The
text is organized around key leader responsibilities such as creating a vision,
establishing a constructive climate, listening to outgroup members, and
overcoming obstacles. Three interactive components in every chapter—selfassessment questionnaires, observational exercises, and reflection and action
worksheets—get readers actively involved in applying leadership concepts to their
own lives. Grounded in leadership theory and the latest research, the fully
updated, highly practical Fourth Edition includes a new chapter on how leaders can
embrace diversity and inclusion, as well as new material on the dark side of
leadership and a new ethical leadership style questionnaire.
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